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10% Discount for these 
concession cards
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Send me a digital copy of your photo and I will provide an 
estimate for the cost of restoring the image. This estimate 
will be based on the amount of work needed to be done. 
I can negotiate a fee based on your budget and offer a 
10% discount for Seniors and Concession Cards.

Digital Photo Restoration

Basic Restoration - $19.95 - $49.95 per image1

Damage is fairly minimal. Removal of minor blemishes, 
scratches and small creases. Simple restoration of 
colour and tone. Basic image enlargement, sharpening 
and cropping. Minor clean up of faces is included.

Medium Restoration - $50.00 - $99.95 per image2 

Damage is fairly minimal to moderate but the photo is 
intact. Remove some moderate blemishes, scratches 
and creases. Minor restoration of colour and tone. Repair 
some missing parts of the photo (small areas of faces or 
people). Some minor face repair. faces is included.

Advanced Restoration - $99.95 - $159.95 per image3

 I will repair moderate to more extensive blemishes, 
scratches, tears and creases. Repairs to faces if they 
have moderate damage. Colour balancing and image 
enhancement

Very Complex Restoration - from $160.00 per image4

Repairing images at this level takes a great deal of time 
and expertise. I will repair faces and more severe blem-
ishes, scratches, tears and creases. Repair  very bad 
discolouration and replace missing areas of background.
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Technical Writing

Basic cost is $0.60 a word for text only documents.

Cost for inclusion of images / diagrams / illustrations will need to be negotiated and will be 
dependent upon the complexity of each item.

Cost for research and/or travel will need to be negotiated.

Instruction Manuals and Handbooks
Reports, Proposals and Grant Applications
Factual Narratives and Information Texts

Resumes and Curriculum Vitae

Simple Resume (one page)  $60
Resume / Cv (multiple pages)  $150 - $250
Cover Letter     $30 - $50
Video Resume - price dependent on client requirements

Copy Writing

As the range of potential copy text is so varied please contact me for a quote.

Website Design and Management

Website Design

APrices will depend on the size and complexity of a project.  
 
A single page website on a site like Weebly will cost considerably less than a custom designed 
website of one or multiple pages. 
 
We can negotiate a project based cost or an hourly rate depending on  your specific needs.


